Relationship between thoracic, lordotic, and pelvic inclination and craniofacial morphology in adults.
To analyze the correlation ratios between the spinal posture (thoracic, lordotic, and pelvic inclination) and the craniofacial morphology. The sample consisted of 53 healthy adults (32 women, 21 men; mean age 24.6 years). Six angular skeletal measurements (facial axis, mandibular plane angle, inner gonial angle, lower facial height, facial depth, and maxilla position) were determined based on the analysis of lateral head cephalographs. Rasterstereography was used for a precise reconstruction of the back sagittal profile. From the profile parameters, the upper thoracic inclination, the thoracic angle, the lordotic angle, and the pelvic inclination were determined. The correlations to the craniofacial morphology were calculated by means of the Pearson and Mann-Whitney U-test. Significant correlations could be obtained with respect to the facial axis and the lordotic angle, the facial axis and the pelvic inclination, the inner gonial angle and the lordotic angle, the inner gonial angle and the pelvic inclination, the mandibular plane angle and the lordotic angle, the mandibular plane angle and the pelvic inclination, as well as the facial depth and the pelvic inclination. In the case of postural disorders of the back shape, an interdisciplinary treatment approach seems to be of clinical value. Further prospective studies are necessary to prove how changes in craniofacial parameters can affect the postural balance of an individual.